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ABSTRACT. Detecting aspectual properties of clauses in the form of semantic clause types has
been shown to depend on a combination of syntactic-semantic and contextual features. We ex-
plore this task in a deep-learning framework, where tuned word representations capture linguis-
tic features. We introduce an attention mechanism that pinpoints relevant context information.
Our model implicitly captures task-relevant features and avoids the need to reproduce explicit
linguistic features for other languages.We present experiments for English and German that
achieve competitive performance, and analyze the outputs of our systems from a linguistic point
of view. We present a novel take on modeling and exploiting genre information and showcase
the adaptation of our system from one language to another.

RÉSUMÉ. Il a été démontré que la détection des propriétés aspectuelles des clauses sous la
forme de clauses sémantiques dépend d’une combinaison de caractéristiques linguistiques.
Nous explorons cette tâche dans un cadre d’apprentissage sur la base des réseaux de neu-
rones profonds. Nous introduisons un mécanisme d’attention qui identifie le contexte pertinent.
Notre modèle permet d’éviter la nécessité de reproduire des caractéristiques linguistiques pour
d’autres langues. Nous présentons des expériences pour l’anglais et l’allemand qui atteignent
des performances compétitives, et explorons nos résultats d’un point de vue linguistique. Nous
présentons une nouvelle approche pour la modélisation de l’information du genre de texte et
nous mettons en valeur l’adaptation de notre système d’une langue à l’autre.
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1. Introduction

Semantic clause types, called Situation Entity (SE) types (Smith, 2003; Palmer
et al., 2007), are linguistic characterizations of aspectual properties shown to be use-
ful for argumentation structure analysis (Becker et al., 2016b), genre characterization
(Palmer and Friedrich, 2014), and detection of generic and generalizing sentences
(Friedrich and Pinkal, 2015). Recent work on automatic identification of SE-types re-
lies on feature-based classifiers for English that have been successfully applied to var-
ious textual genres (Friedrich et al., 2016). Sophisticated features have been built by
the prior work to capture diverse linguistic indicators of SE-types, including morpho-
syntactic and rich semantic features. The larger context was also shown to be useful:
Friedrich et al. (2016) used a sequence labeling approach that took into account con-
textual clause labels, leading to improved classification performance.

Deep learning provides a powerful framework in which linguistic and semantic
regularities can be implicitly captured (to a certain degree) through word embeddings
(Mikolov et al., 2013b). Also, neural systems are able to detect features useful for
a given task while learning takes place, through error back-propagation (Goodfellow
et al., 2016; Goldberg, 2017). Patterns in larger text fragments can be encoded and
exploited by recurrent (RNNs) or convolutional neural networks (CNNs) which have
been successfully used for various sentence-based classification tasks, e.g., sentiment
(Kim, 2014) or relation classification (Vu et al., 2016; Tai et al., 2015).

We frame the task of classifying clauses with respect to their aspectual properties
– i.e., SE-types – in a recurrent neural network architecture. We adopt a Gated Re-
current Unit (GRU)-based RNN architecture that is well suited to modeling long se-
quences (Yin et al., 2017). This initial model is enhanced with an attention mechanism
shown to be beneficial for sentence classification (Wang et al., 2016) and sequence
modeling (Dong and Lapata, 2016). We explore the usefulness of attention in two set-
tings: (i) the individual classification task, and (ii) a setting approximating sequential
labeling in which the attention vector provides features that describe the clauses pre-
ceding the target instance. Compared to the strong baseline provided by the feature-
based system of Friedrich et al. (2016), we achieve competitive performance and find
that attention, context representation using labels of previous clauses, and information
about the text genre significantly improve our model.

A strong motivation for developing NN-based systems is that they can be trans-
ferred with low cost to other languages without major feature engineering or use of
hand-crafted linguistic knowledge resources. Given the highly engineered feature sets
used for SE classification so far (Friedrich et al., 2016), porting such classifiers to
other languages is a non-trivial issue. We test the portability of our system by ap-
plying it to German. Since our system is supervised, this presupposes that annotated
training data is available.

A downside of neural models is of course that they are relatively opaque with
respect to the nature of the learned features. We try to counter this weakness by deeper
model analysis: by exploiting the weights of the learned attention vectors and by
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relating genre-specific linguistic properties to the classification performance of genre-
aware SE classification models.

Our work presents a novel take on modeling and exploiting genre information for
the task of SE classification. We test our models on the English multi-genre corpus of
Friedrich et al. (2016) and on a German multi-genre corpus which we assembled for
that purpose. We provide qualitative evaluation and investigation of the learned mod-
els, by relating learned attention weights of the model to different linguistic attributes:
POS classes, individual word tokens and positional information. We also investigate
genre-specific information, such as frequent SE-type n-grams in different genres, and
relate them to the performance of the genre-aware SE classification models.

Our aims and contributions are: (i) We study the performance of GRU-based mod-
els enhanced with attention over various window sizes for modeling local and non-
local characteristics of semantic clause types; (ii) we compare the effectiveness of the
learned attention weights as features for a sequence labeling system to the explicitly
defined syntactic-semantic features in Friedrich et al. (2016); (iii) we define model
extensions that integrate external knowledge about genre and show that this improves
classification performance across genres; (iv) we test the portability of our models to
other languages by applying them to a smaller, manually annotated German dataset
and show that the performance is comparable to English. (v) We perform qualitative
evaluation based on learned attention weights and distributional information on genre.

In what follows, Section 2 introduces the linguistic categories of semantic clause
types as used in our work. Section 3 situates our contribution in relation to prior
work on linguistic and computational aspects of SE-type classification. Section 4
proposes GRU-based model variants for SE-type classification, including local and
context-informed models, models that incorporate attention over token embeddings or
predicted SE-type labels in the previous context, and models that make use of exter-
nal genre information as an additional feature. In Section 5 and 6, we describe our
experimental data and settings, how we train and evaluate our models, and report and
compare results. Section 7 presents a deeper investigation of the learned attention
weights and the impact of textual genre for SE classification. In Section 8 we transfer
our system to annotated data for German and analyze its performance, also in relation
to the English classifier. Section 9 summarizes and concludes with perspectives on
future work.

2. Semantic Clause Types

Situation entities were identified by Smith (2003) as one of the linguistic corre-
lates to variations in text type at the level of the text passage. In other words, modes of
discourse such as narrative and argument/commentary are distinguishable from one
another by readers in part because of their varying distributions of situation types (or
semantic clause types). Narrative passages consist primarily of events and states, for
example, and argumentative passages make heavy use of generics and generalizing
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sentences. These observations have since been supported by further empirical investi-
gations (Becker et al., 2016a; Mavridou et al., 2015; Palmer and Friedrich, 2014).

Semantic clause types can be distinguished by the function they have within a
text or discourse. We use the inventory of semantic clause types, also known as sit-
uation entity (SE) types, developed by Smith (2003) and extended in Palmer et al.
(2007) and Friedrich and Palmer (2014b). SE-types describe the abstract semantic
types of situations evoked in discourse through clauses of text. As such, they capture
the manner of presentation of the content, along with the information content itself.
For example, some propositional content can be alternately described with a focus on
the eventive aspect of the proposition (The car squealed around the corner) or on the
stative aspects of the proposition (The car’s squeal was deafeningly loud).

The seven SE-types we use are described below. The first subset – eventualities –
consists of states, events, and reports. Report-type entities (e.g., the italicized portion
of (3) below) typically provide attribution for statements and are modeled as a sub-
type of event.

1) STATE (S): Armin has brown eyes.
2) EVENT (EV): Bonnie ate three tacos.
3) REPORT (R) provides attribution: The agency said costs had increased.

Further SE categories are generic sentences and generalizing sentences (sometimes
referred to as habituals). The former predicate over classes or kinds; the latter describe
regularly-occurring events, such as habits of individuals.

4) GENERIC SENTENCE (GEN): Birds can fly. – Scientists make arguments.
5) GENERALIZING SENTENCE (GS): Fei travels to India every year.

The final two SE-types included in our inventory are QUESTION and IMPERATIVE.

6) QUESTION (Q): Why do you torment me so?
7) IMPERATIVE (IMP): Listen to this!

An eighth class OTHER is assigned to clauses without a SE-label, e.g., bylines or
email headers.

Semantic features for SE-type. Determining the SE-type is a complex task involv-
ing interactions between lexical and grammatical information, syntactic structure, and
various aspectual and other semantic features. In particular, three classes of semantic
feature have been identified as useful for identifying the SE-type of a clause (Friedrich
and Palmer, 2014b): the lexical aspectual class (stative or dynamic) of the clause’s
main verb, habituality of the clause, and the nature of the main referent of the clause. 1

An especially useful main referent feature is the genericity of the main referent –
whether or not it evokes a class or kind.

1. The main referent of a clause is roughly the person/thing/situation the clause is about, often
realized as its grammatical subject.
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Motivation. The semantic distinctions made by this inventory of SE-types are lin-
guistic in nature, and each individual SE category has been well-studied in linguistic
theory; please see Smith (2005) for an extensive list of relevant literature. The partic-
ular inventory is motivated by theoretical work which aims to understand the nature of
text type. Smith (2003) assembles this set of clause types following investigation of
the linguistic differences between text passages of different Discourse Modes (e.g., ar-
gumentative, narrative, reporting), because these clause types, together with mode of
progression, explain distinctions between text types. In addition, they allow for near-
exhaustive annotation of the clauses of an individual text passage. In this work, we
use the inventory described on the previous page, which is a subset of Smith’s inven-
tory, leaving out only two infrequently-occurring types in the category of ABSTRACT
ENTITIES (Friedrich et al., 2016).

The ability to classify clauses by SE +-type lays the foundation for automatic clas-
sification of text passages according to Discourse Mode (see, for example, Song et al.
(2017)). In addition to their role in text type classification, SE-types have been shown
to be useful for determination of event duration (Vempala et al., 2018; Sanagavarapu
et al., 2017). Additional applications are anticipated in temporal interpretation, event
extraction, and narrative analysis as well as for the extraction of knowledge, e.g.,
generalizing knowledge (Reiter and Frank, 2010). Moreover, SE-types play a role in
argumentation structure analysis (Becker et al., 2016b) and have been shown to be
useful for genre characterization (Palmer and Friedrich, 2014).

3. Related Work

Semantic clause types and text passages. The use of linguistic features for dis-
tinguishing text passages is closely related to Argumentative Zoning (Teufel, 2000;
O’Seaghdha and Teufel, 2014), where linguistic features are used to distinguish genre-
specific types of text passages in scientific texts. In this manner, those texts are
segmented into types of text passages such as Methods or Results. There is a cor-
relation between the distribution of SE-types in text passages and discourse modes,
e.g., narrative, informative, or argumentative (Palmer and Friedrich, 2014; Mavridou
et al., 2015; Becker et al., 2016a). Notions related to SE-types have been widely stud-
ied in theoretical linguistics (Vendler, 1957; Verkuyl, 1972; Dowty, 1979; Smith, 1991;
Asher, 1993; Carlson and Pelletier, 1995) and have seen growing interest in compu-
tational linguistics (Siegel and McKeown, 2000; Zarcone and Lenci, 2008; Herbelot
and Copestake, 2009; Reiter and Frank, 2010; Costa and Branco, 2012; Nedoluzhko,
2013; Friedrich and Palmer, 2014a; Friedrich and Pinkal, 2015; Song et al., 2017).

Feature-based classification of SE-types. The first robust system for SE-type
classification (Friedrich et al., 2016) combines task-specific syntactic and semantic
features with distributional word features, as captured by Brown clusters (Brown et al.,
1992). Syntactic features include (among others) selected structural configurations
associated with SE-type, as well as dependency relations associated with the main
referent. Semantic features include (among others) WordNet senses, countability, and
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presence of negation and/or modality. This system segments each text into a sequence
of clauses and then predicts the best sequence of SE-labels for the text using a linear
chain conditional random field (CRF) with label bigram features. 2

Although SE-types are relevant across languages, their linguistic realization varies
across languages. Accordingly, some of Friedrich et al. (2016)’s syntactic and seman-
tic features are language-specific and are extracted using English-specific resources
such as WordNet and Loaiciga et al. (2014)’s rules for extracting tense and voice in-
formation from POS tag sequences.

Friedrich et al. (2016)’s system is trained and evaluated on data sets from MASC
and Wikipedia (cf. Section 5), reaching accuracies of 76.4% (F1 71.2) with 10-fold
cross-validation, and 74.7% (F1 69.3) on a held-out test set. To evaluate the contri-
bution of sequence information, Friedrich et al. (2016) compare the CRF model to
a Maximum Entropy baseline, noting that the sequential model significantly outper-
forms the model which classifies clauses in isolation, particularly for the less-frequent
SE-types of GENERIC SENTENCE and GENERALIZING SENTENCE.

When trained and tested within a single genre (of the 13 genres represented in
the data sets), Friedrich et al. (2016)’s system performance ranges from 26.6 F1 (for
government documents) to 66.2 F1 (for jokes). Training on all genres levels out this
performance difference, with a range of F1 scores from 58.1 to 69.8. This shows that
their classifiers generalize over the different genres present in the dataset. However,
genre information is not explicitly modeled in their approach.

Neural approaches to sentence classification, sequence and context mod-
eling. Inspired by research in vision, sentence classification tasks have initially
been modeled using Convolutional Neural Networks (Kim, 2014; Kalchbrenner
et al., 2014; Mishra et al., 2017) which are particularly suitable for tasks that rely on
discovering patterns that are distributed over the input signal. RNN variations – with
Gated Recurrent Units (GRU) (Cho et al., 2014; Abdul-Mageed and Ungar, 2017)
or Long Short-Term Memory units (LSTM) (Hochreiter and Schmidhuber, 1997) –
have since achieved state-of-the-art performance in both sequence modeling and clas-
sification tasks. Recent work applies bi-LSTM models in sequence modeling (PoS
tagging (Plank et al., 2016), NER (Lample et al., 2016)) and structure prediction tasks
(Semantic Role Labeling (Zhou and Xu, 2015) or semantic parsing into logical forms
(Dong and Lapata, 2016)). Sentence representation learning from specifically selected
training data has also been done using bi-LSTM models (Conneau et al., 2017; Nie
et al., 2017). Tree-based LSTM models have been shown to often perform better than
purely sequential bi-LSTMs (Tai et al., 2015; Miwa and Bansal, 2016; Cheng and
Miyao, 2017), but depend on parsed input.

Hierarchical classification models. Song et al. (2017) develop a neural hierarchi-
cal multi-class sequence labeling model for automatic labeling of Discourse Modes in
essays. Their system uses a sentence-level GRU layer for sentence encoding and a bi-

2. Code and data: https://github.com/annefried/sitent.
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GRU layer to connect the encoded sentences and to perform sequence prediction for
discourse mode labeling. They use this model to improve automatic essay scoring in
Chinese using the predicted discourse mode labels as features. Their work is related
to, but by-passes, the level of SE classification. Their model does not make use of
the attention mechanism and does not offer a deeper linguistic analysis of the learned
models.
Song et al. (2017) observe that accessing information about past and future sentences
provides more contextual information for current discourse mode prediction, which is
in line in with our hypothesis that modeling contextual information yields improved
performance for classifying semantic clause types. The model we propose in Section
4 incorporates context information by using separate GRUs and predicts the SE-type
for one clause each time. Inspired by Song et al. (2017)’s work, we leave a model
which jointly learns representations for sequences of clauses in a text or a paragraph
as future work. 3

Attention. Attention has been established as an effective mechanism that allows
models to focus on specific words in the larger context. A model with attention learns
what input tokens or token sequences to attend to and thus does not need to capture the
complete input information in its hidden state. Attention has been used successfully
e.g., in aspect-based sentiment classification (Wang et al., 2016), for modeling rela-
tions between words or phrases in encoder-decoder models for translation (Bahdanau
et al., 2015), or bi-clausal classification tasks such as textual entailment (Rocktäschel
et al., 2016). We make use of attention to larger context windows and previous label-
ing decisions to capture sequential information relevant for our classification task, and
we investigate the learned weights to gain insights about what the models learn.

4. Models

We aim for a system that can fine-tune input word embeddings to the task, and that
can process clauses as sequences of words from which to encode larger patterns that
help our particular clause classification task. GRU RNNs are used because they can
process successfully long sequences and capture long-term dependencies. Attention
can encode which parts of the input contain relevant information. These modeling
choices are described and justified in detail below.

3. During the revision phase of this article, Dai and Huang (2018) published a hierarchical neu-
ral model for SE classification. They design a unified neural network which models word-level
dependencies and clause-level dependencies jointly in order to derive clause representations for
SE-type prediction. When being trained on the English dataset which we also use in our work,
this model achieves up to 80.7 accuracy on the test set, beating all of the baseline models. We
expect that adopting a hierarchical classification framework will result in further improvement
of our results.
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4.1. Model Components

4.1.1. Basic Model: Gated Recurrent Unit

Recurrent Neural Networks (RNNs) are modifications of feed-forward neural net-
works with recurrent connections, which allow them to find patterns in – and thus
model – sequences. The latter makes the representations suitable for our task, given
that we aim to capture sequence information. Simple RNNs cannot capture long-term
dependencies (Bengio et al., 1994) because the gradients tend to vanish or grow out of
control with long sequences. Gated Recurrent Unit (GRU) RNNs, proposed by Cho
et al. (2014), address this shortcoming. GRUs have fewer parameters and thus need
less data to generalize (Zhou et al., 2016) compared to LSTM RNNs, and also outper-
form the LSTM in many cases (Yin et al., 2017), which makes them a good choice for
our relatively small dataset. Comparison of GRUs, bi-GRUs, LSTMs and bi-LSTMs
on our dataset for our classification task – in initial experiments, not reported here –
showed that GRUs outperform the other three, confirming this hypothesis.

The relevant equations for a GRU are given below. xt is the input at time t (usually
a dense word embedding vector), rt is a reset gate which determines how to combine
the new input with the previous memory, and the update gate zt defines how much of
the previous memory to keep. ht is the hidden state (memory) at time t, and h̃t is the
candidate activation at time t. W∗ and U∗ are weights that are learned. � denotes the
element-wise multiplication of two vectors.

rt = σ(Wrxt + Urht−1) [1]

h̃t = tanh(Wxt + U(rt � ht−1)) [2]

zt = σ(Wzxt + Uzht−1) [3]

ht = (1− zt)� ht−1 + zt � h̃t [4]

The last hidden vector hT (with T the number of tokens in the input clause) will
be taken as the representation of the input clause. After compressing it into a vector
whose length is equal to the number of class labels (=8) using a fully connected layer
with sigmoid function, we apply softmax to transform it to a probability distribution.

4.1.2. Neural Attention Mechanism

We extend our GRU model with a neural attention mechanism to capture the most
relevant words in the input clauses for classifying SE-types. Specifically, we adapt
the base implementation of attention used in Rocktäschel et al. (2016) for our clause
classification task as follows:
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Figure 1. An example from Wikipedia illustrating context and genre information mod-
eled in our system. Assuming “he had built" is the clause to be classified (with label
STATE), context and genre information can be taken into account in different ways: the
token context model CON_TOK2+GEN uses all tokens of the previous two clauses
jointly with information about the genre (here, Wikipedia); the label context model
CON_LAB2+GEN instead uses as input the target clause and the (predicted) labels
of the two previous clauses (EVENT, EVENT) jointly with genre information. Local
models would use only the target clause token inputs (optionally jointly with genre
information) for classification.

M = tanh(WhH +WvhT ⊗ eT ) [5]

α = softmax(wTM) [6]

r = HαT [7]

where H is a matrix consisting of the hidden vectors [h1, ..., hT ] produced by the
GRU, hT is the last output vector of the GRU, and eT is a vector of 1s where T denotes
the T tokens in the input clause. ⊗ denotes the outer product of the two vectors. α is
a vector consisting of attention weights and r is a weighted representation of the input
clause. Wh,Wv , and w are parameters to be learned during training.

The final clause representation is obtained from a combination of the attention-
weighted representation r of the clause and the last output vector hT .

h∗ = tanh(Wpr +WxhT ) [8]

whereWp andWx are trained projection matrices. We convert h∗ to a real-valued vec-
tor of length 8 (the number of target classes) and apply softmax in order to transform
it to a probability distribution over the 8 output classes, i.e., the predicted SE-types.

4.1.3. Modeling Context and Genre Information

Previous analyses show that text types differ with respect to their SE-type distribu-
tions (Friedrich and Pinkal, 2015). Furthermore, specific n-grams over SE-types are
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more frequent within some textual genres than in others. This supports the choice of
incorporating (sequential) context information and information about genre as addi-
tional features for the classification of SE-types. The English corpus we use consists of
texts from 13 genres; the German corpus covers 7 genres. Figure 1 illustrates both the
context and the genre information that our models consider for classifying SE-types.

4.2. Model Types

We investigate different model types: Local Models and Context Models.

4.2.1. Local Models

LOC, LOC_ATT and LOC_ATT+GEN. We first experiment with models that
only consider the local clause for SE classification. Adding attention mechanism
and genre information to our basic local model results in three versions of the lo-
cal model: (i) basic local model (LOC) uses as input only the hidden representation
computed over the tokens of the clause to be classified; the last hidden vector [hT ] (hT
from Equation 4) is passed through the fully connected layer and softmax; (ii) local
model enhanced with attention to the representations of the tokens in the local clause
(LOC_ATT); here [h∗] (h∗ as defined in Equation 8) is used for projection; and (iii)
local model enhanced with attention and genre information (LOC_ATT+GEN),
where genre information is encoded as a dense embedding g of a genre label which is
initialized randomly 4; here we concatenate the attention vector h∗ and a genre label
embedding g [h∗; g]. Illustrations for all three model types are given in Figure 2.

4.2.2. Context Models

We also investigate models that consider not only the local clause for SE classifi-
cation in model training, but also the previous clauses’ token sequences or their labels.
We experiment with several settings:

1) different window sizes of token sequences or of previous labels
2) applying or omitting attention to token sequences or previous labels
3) adding or omitting genre information.

These settings result in various model combinations. In the interest of clarity and
space, we only describe and report the results for our best performing models for the
following three categories: (i) context models using tokens of previous clauses jointly
with genre information; (ii) context models using labels of previous clauses jointly
with genre information; and (iii) context models using tokens and labels of previous
clauses jointly with genre information.

4. We also use a GRU for the genre representation. This was a design decision in order to keep
representations uniform. Note that the individual GRUs (tokens, labels, genre) do not share
parameters.
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Figure 2. Architecture of our local models: basic local model without attention (LOC,
left), local model with attention (LOC_ATT, middle) and local model with attention
using genre information (LOC_ATT+GEN, right).

CON_TOK+GEN. When considering tokens of previous clauses, we add one
GRU model for each previous clause (h1;h2; ...;hN , with N the number of previous
clauses) and concatenate their final outputs with the final output of the GRU with
attention for the target clause h∗0 and with the final output of the GRU for genre label
encoding hg (cf. Figure 3). 5

Figure 3. Context model using tokens of target clause (with attention), tokens
of previous clauses (without attention) with N=3, jointly with genre information
(CON_TOK+GEN).

In our experiments we found that models perform best when we apply the attention
mechanism only to the GRU for the target clause itself (instead of applying it also to
the GRUs for the previous clauses).

h∗con_tok+gen = [h1;h2; ...;hN ;h∗0;hg] [9]

5. The concatenation operation is denoted by square brackets, and the elements which are con-
catenated are separated by semicolons.
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Figure 4. Context model using tokens of target clause (with attention), labels
of previous clauses (with attention) with N=3, jointly with genre information
(CON_LAB+GEN).

We then transform the concatenated vector into a dense vector equal to the number
of class labels and apply softmax to predict the local clause’s SE-label.

CON_LAB+GEN. For including labels of the previous clauses in our model, we
first transform the gold-standard labels used during training into embeddings, con-
catenate them and apply attention to the sequence of labels (i.e., to the concatenation
of the label vectors). We then concatenate the final hidden state of the target clause
with the attention vector learned over the sequence of labels of the previous clauses
and with the final output of the GRU for genre, cf. Figure 4:

h∗con_lab+gen = [h∗lab;h
∗
0;hg] [10]

where h∗lab is the last hidden state from the GRU used on the label sequence of previous
labels over which attention is applied jointly (h∗lab = [h1;h2; ...;hN ]∗), h∗0 is the final
output of the GRU with attention for the target clause, and hg is the final output of the
GRU for genre. At test time, we use the predicted probability distribution vector of
the labels of the previous clauses.

h∗con_toklab+gen = [h1;h2; ...;hN ;hlab;h0;hg] [11]

CON_TOKLAB+GEN. We also perform experiments that include both the em-
bedding representations for tokens and for the labels of previous clauses. One
GRU model is added for each of the previous clauses (tokens), their final outputs
h1;h2; ...;hN are then concatenated with the embeddings for the labels of the previ-
ous clauses hlab, with the final output of the GRU for the target clause h0, and with
the final output of the GRU for genre hg . This model performs best when the attention
mechanism is omitted. It is illustrated in Figure 5.
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Figure 5. Context Model using tokens of target clause (without attention), tokens and
labels of previous clauses (both without attention) with N=3, jointly with genre infor-
mation (CON_TOKLAB+GEN).

5. Data

5.1. Datasets

We use the English dataset described in Friedrich and Palmer (2014b). 6 The texts,
obtained from Wikipedia and MASC (Ide et al., 2010), range across 13 genres, e.g.,
news texts, government documents, essays, fiction, jokes, emails. For German, we
combine three data sets described in Mavridou et al. (2015), Becker et al. (2016a)
and Becker et al. (2017). 7 The German texts cover 7 genres: argumentative essays
(Peldszus and Stede, 2015), Wikipedia articles, fiction, commentary, news texts, TED
talks, and economic reports. Statistics are given in Table 1.

Data set # Instances (Clauses) # Tokens

English: MASC 30,333 357,078
English: Wiki 10,607 148,040
German: all 18,194 236,522

Table 1. Datasets with SE-labeled clauses

Figure 6 gives an overview of the distribution of instances (i.e., clauses) among
genres within our English and German datasets. Compared to the English dataset,
the German dataset is smaller (44% in size) and less diverse with respect to genre

6. Available at: https://github.com/annefried/sitent.
7. Available at: http://www.cl.uni-heidelberg.de/english/research/downloads/resource_pages/
GER_SET/GER_SET_data.shtml.
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(7 instead of 13 genres). The genres in the German dataset are more similar to one
another than those in the English dataset.

Figure 6. Distribution of instances among genres within our English (left) and Ger-
man (right) datasets.

5.2. Distribution of SE Types and their N-grams among Different Genres

Text types differ in their SE-type distributions: Palmer and Friedrich (2014) find
that GENERIC SENTENCES and GENERALIZING SENTENCES play a predominant
role for texts associated with the argument or commentary mode (such as essays), and
EVENTS and STATES for texts associated with the report mode (such as news texts).
Becker et al. (2016a) find that argumentative texts are characterized by a high pro-
portion of GENERIC and GENERALIZING SENTENCES and very few EVENTS, while
reports and talks contain a high proportion of STATES, and fiction is characterized by
a high number of EVENTS.

The distribution of SE-types in our datasets. When analyzing our data, we ob-
serve a striking difference between Wikipedia articles and other genres regarding the
distribution of SE-types (cf. Figure 7). For the selected English Wikipedia texts, 50%
of the SE-types are GENERIC SENTENCE clauses, with STATES second at 24.3%. 8

For the 12 MASC genres, STATE is the most frequent type (49.8%), with EVENTS
second at 24.3%. GENERIC SENTENCES make up only 7.3% of the SE-types in the
MASC texts. In the German data, the distribution of SE-types also differs according
to genre: in argumentative texts, for example, GENERIC SENTENCES make up 48%
of the SE-types, followed by STATES with a proportion of 32%, while in most other
genres the most frequent class is STATE.

8. The Wikipedia texts were selected by Friedrich et al. (2015) precisely in order to target
GENERIC SENTENCE clauses.
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Figure 7. Distribution of SE-types within different textual genres included in the cor-
pus (in percentage). MASC=English corpus consisting of 12 genres; WIKI=English
corpus consisting of Wikipedia articles, GER=German corpus consisting of 7 different
genres.

We also find that sequences of SE-types differ among genres: e.g., while STATE-
STATE is the most frequent bigram within journal articles, the most frequent bi-
gram in Wikipedia articles is GEN-GEN. 9 The most frequent trigram in jokes is
EVENT-EVENT-EVENT, followed by STATE-STATE-STATE, whereas in government
documents the most frequent trigrams are STATE-STATE-STATE and EVENT-STATE-
STATE. In Section 7, we will further analyze such differences in the distribution of
SE-label sequences across genres and how these differences are reflected by the per-
formance of different model types.

5.3. Confusability of Classes

Some SE-types capture subtle aspectual distinctions, and as such are easily con-
fused with one another. Friedrich (2017) (p. 93) provides a detailed analysis of anno-
tator coincidence for the two English datasets used here. The three most inconsistently
labeled types are STATES, GENERIC SENTENCES, and GENERALIZING SENTENCES.
GENERALIZING SENTENCES are often labeled as EVENT or GENERIC SENTENCE;
STATES are often labeled as GENERIC SENTENCE; and the label STATE is often ap-
plied to clauses labeled by other annotators as GENERIC SENTENCE, GENERALIZING
SENTENCE, or EVENT.

9. GEN abbreviates GENERIC SENTENCE.
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Dataset Eval Acc F1
Palmer07 Brown data test 53.1 -
Fried16, set A (CRF) MASC+Wiki test 69.8 63.9
Fried16, set B (CRF) MASC+Wiki test 71.4 65.5
Fried16, set A+B (CRF) MASC+Wiki test 74.7 69.3
Fried16, set A+B (CRF) MASC+Wiki CV 76.4 71.2
Fried16, set A+B (CRF, seq-oracle) MASC+Wiki CV 77.9 73.9
BoW + SVM MASC+Wiki test 64.8 47.3

Table 2. Reported results of baseline models for English from Palmer et al. 2007,
Friedrich et al. 2016 and our own baseline system using word unigrams and bigrams
as input for a SVM classifier (accuracy and macro-average F1 score). CV=10-fold
cross-validation, test = evaluation on test set (20% of dataset, distinct set of docu-
ments in train and test). Since CV splits are not available, we only compare to the
results on the held-out test set.

5.4. Segmentation

The texts of the English dataset have been split into clauses using SPADE (Soricut
and Marcu, 2003) with some heuristic post-processing. For the German dataset, Dis-
courseSegmenter’s rule-based segmenter (EDSEG, Sidarenka et al. (2015)) was used.
It uses German-specific rules to determine the boundaries of elementary discourse
units in texts. Because DiscourseSegmenter occasionally oversplits segments, a small
amount of post-processing was performed.

6. Experiments and Evaluation

6.1. Baseline Systems

From earlier work, the feature-based system of Palmer et al. (2007) (Palmer07
in Table 2) simulates context through predicted labels from previous clauses. Their
results are reported on 20 texts from the popular lore section of the Brown corpus
(Francis and Kucera, 1979). Friedrich et al. (2016) (Fried16 in Table 2) report results
for their CRF-based SE-type labeler for different feature sets, evaluating both with 10-
fold cross-validation and on a held-out test set (20% of the dataset, with distinct sets of
documents in both train and test data). Training and testing were done on the combined
MASC+Wiki dataset. Fried16 is a sequence model which aims to learn the optimal
global sequence of labels, jointly predicting labels for all clauses in a document. In the
oracle setting, it includes the gold label of the previous clause. In our experiments, we
adopt the models of Fried16 as a very strong baseline for benchmarking our models,
given that we are working on the same data.
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Fried16’s feature set A consists of standard NLP features including POS tags
and Brown clusters. Feature set B includes more detailed features such as tense,
lemma, negation, modality, WordNet sense, WordNet supersense and WordNet hy-
pernym sense. We presume that some of the information captured by feature set B,
particularly sense and hypernym information, as well as syntactic features, may not
be captured in the word embeddings we use in our approach.

We also implement a simple baseline system which uses the CountVectorizer class
from Sklearn (Pedregosa et al., 2011) to calculate a bag of words matrix for the whole
training and test data. Word unigrams and bigrams are used, and the resulting matrices
are then fed into a LinearSVC classifier with default parameters.

Table 2 shows that, while Palmer07 achieve modest results on Brown data, our
BoW+SVM baseline is clearly lower than either of the feature-based CRF models of
Fried16 (on test set or 10-fold cross-validation setup). Fried16’s results show that,
when using sets A and B individually, Set B performs better than Set A on held-out
test set, while their combination increases performance up to 74.7 accuracy. The result
for the cross-validation setup (using feature set A+B) is very close to the seq-oracle
result which includes the gold label of the previous clause. Fried16 don’t report seq-
oracle results for the held-out test set. Please note that a direct comparison of our
results to the results of the cross-validation setup of Fried16 is not possible.

6.2. Model Implementation and Training Setup

Model implementation. We implemented the model variants for our SE-type clas-
sifier as described in Section 4, using Theano (Theano Development Team, 2016). We
train the model with categorical cross entropy as loss function. For feature encoding
(both SE labels in the context window and the genre label), we used 10-dimensional
embedding vectors that we initialized randomly.

Test-train split. For the English dataset, we use the same test-train split as
Friedrich et al. (2016). 10 The German dataset was split into training and testing with
a balanced distribution of genres (as is the case for the English dataset). Both datasets
have a 80-20 split between training and testing, with 20% of training used for devel-
opment (cf. Table 1). We report results in terms of accuracy and macro-average F1
score on the held-out test set.

Parameters and tuning. Hyperparameter settings were determined through ex-
haustive random search using optunity (Bergstra and Bengio, 2012) on the develop-
ment set, and we use the best setting for evaluating on the test set. We tune batch size,
number of layers, GRU cell size, and regularization parameter (L2). For learning rate
optimization, we use AdaGrad (Duchi et al., 2011) and tune the initial learning rate.
For LOC, the best result on the development set is achieved for GRU with batch size
100, 2 layers, cell size 350, learning rate 0.05, and L2 regularization parameter (0.01).

10. The cross-validation splits of the data used by Friedrich et al. (2016) are not available.
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For LOC_ATT the parameters are identical except for L2 (0.0001). We then apply the
same hyperparameters as for LOC_ATT to the local model LOC_ATT+GEN and to the
context models CON_TOK+GEN, CON_LAB+GEN and CON_LABTOK+GEN.

Window size as hyper-parameter. In the setting which includes previous labels
we observe that the larger the window, the higher the accuracy. The opposite is the
case for the context model which includes the tokens of previous clauses. We achieve
best results when incorporating five previous clause labels in the CON_LAB* models
or the tokens of a single previous clause in the CON_TOK* model (cf. Table 3). This
also holds when porting our system to German (cf. Table 5). Adding more than five
previous labels (or clauses) doesn’t improve the system further.

Word embeddings. Word embeddings have been shown to capture syntactic and
semantic regularities (Mikolov et al., 2013b) and to benefit from fine tuning for spe-
cific tasks. The features used by Friedrich et al. (2016) cover a variety of syntactic and
semantic features – such as tense, voice, number, POS, semantic clusters –, some of
which we expect to be encoded in pre-trained embeddings, while others will emerge
through model training. We start with pre-trained embeddings for both English and
German, because this leads to better results than random initialization which we trace
back to the fact that our training data isn’t large enough to derive good word em-
beddings. For German, we use 100-dimensional word2vec embeddings trained on a
large German corpus of 116 million sentences using Skip-Gram mode with 5 negative
samples (Reimers et al., 2014). 11 For English, we use 300-dimensional word2vec
embeddings (Mikolov et al., 2013a) trained on a portion of the Google News dataset
(about 100 billion words). The pre-trained embeddings are tuned during training. 12

Testing for significance. To test significance of differences in accuracy, we apply
McNemar’s test with p < 0.05 and p < 0.01 rejecting the null hypothesis. Here we
report significant differences between the best models (based on accuracy) for each
of the four categories: local models, context models using tokens of previous clauses,
context models using labels of previous clauses, and context models using both tokens
and labels of previous clauses. When reporting the results, a pair of models that are
significantly different from each other will be marked with the same symbol respec-
tively for p < 0.05 and p < 0.01.

6.3. Results

Evaluation. We present the performance of the different models proposed in Sec-
tion 4 in Table 3, reporting accuracy and macro F1 score on the test set. LOC achieves
an accuracy of 66.55. Adding attention (LOC_ATT) yields an improvement of 2.63

11. https://public.ukp.informatik.tu-darmstadt.de /reimers/2014_german_embeddings.
12. We also experimented with FastText embeddings (Joulin et al., 2017). Those embeddings
take into account the internal structure of words which is especially useful for morphologically
rich languages. We ran the local models (LOC, LOC_ATT and LOC_ATT+GEN) with FastText
embeddings and found that word2vec embeddings work slightly better.
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percentage points (pp). Using both attention and genre information (LOC_ATT+GEN)
leads to a 1.94 pp increase over the model that uses only attention (LOC_ATT). Adding
context information beyond the local clause in the form of the embedding repre-
sentations of the tokens of previous clauses (CON_TOK+GEN) improves the model
slightly, and a smaller window size yields better results than a larger one. The best
results of this model type are obtained with the model which uses only the tokens
of one previous clause jointly with genre information (CON_TOK1+GEN), and where
the attention mechanism is applied only to the GRU of the target clause to be classified
(71.67% accuracy). Using context in the form of predicted labels of previous clauses
(CON_LAB+GEN) also improves the model. The model which uses the predicted la-
bels of five previous clauses together with genre information (CON_LAB5+GEN) –
with the attention mechanism being applied to the GRU of the target clause to be clas-
sified and to the representation of the previous labels – is our best performing model
in general and yields an accuracy of 72.04.

The results in Table 3 show that using context information in the form of predicted
labels of previous clauses and embeddings for the tokens of previous clauses
in the CON_TOKLAB+GEN model is not favorable: accuracy drops compared to
CON_TOK+GEN and CON_LAB+GEN, which use these two sources of contextual
information separately.

Comparison to the CRF baseline model. All of our models outperform our
simple baseline system BOW BL which uses word unigrams and bigrams as input
for a SVM classifier. Both the CON_TOK1+GEN model and the CON_LAB5+GEN
model outperform Friedrich et al. (2016)’s results both for the model that uses standard
NLP features (feature set A) and the model that uses the more refined feature set B in
isolation (cf. Table 2). Our models also come close to Friedrich et al.’s best results,
which they obtain by applying their entire set of features including information from
resources like WordNet, with a difference of 2.7 pp accuracy for our best performing
model CON_LAB5+GEN. 13

Attention vectors as input to sequence labeling models. We explored the im-
pact of the attention vectors as inputs to a sequence labeling model – each clause is
described through the words with the highest attention weights, and these weights are
then used in a conditional random field system (CRF++ 14.). The best performance
was obtained when using the attention vector of the target clause (and no additional
context) – 61.68% accuracy (47.18% F1 score). CRF++ maps the attention informa-
tion to binary features, and as such cannot take advantage of information captured in
the numerical values of the attention weights, or the embeddings of the given words.
Future work includes the development of a CRF that can use continuous values.

Results for single classes. Figure 8 shows macro-average F1 scores of our best
performing system CON_LAB5+GEN for the single SE classes. The scores are very
similar to the results of Friedrich et al. (2016).

13. Since we did not reimplement their system, we cannot report significance results.
14. https://taku910.github.io/crfpp/
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Model Model Name Description Acc F1
type

B
as

el
in

es BOW BOW+SVM Bag of Words + SVM 64.83 47.3

F+
16

C
R

F

CRF, Set A Standard feature set A 69.8 63.9
CRF, Set B Special SE feature set B 71.4 65.5
CRF, Set A & B Feature set A & B 74.7 69.3

L
oc

al LOC w/o attention 66.55 59.14
LOC_ATT with attention 69.18 68.31
LOC_ATT+GEN with attention + genre 71.12��2� 69.55

C
on

te
xt

To
ke

ns

CON_TOK1+GEN 1 prev. clause + genre 71.67�� 59.19
CON_TOK2+GEN 2 prev. clauses + genre 71.57 48.12
CON_TOK3+GEN 3 prev. clauses + genre 69.76 42.73
CON_TOK4+GEN 4 prev. clauses + genre 69.29 41.55
CON_TOK5+GEN 5 prev. clauses + genre 68.99 30.78

L
ab

el
s

CON_LAB1+GEN 1 prev. label + genre 69.55 60.21
CON_LAB2+GEN 2 prev. labels + genre 71.04 64.54
CON_LAB3+GEN 3 prev. labels + genre 71.68 64.42
CON_LAB4+GEN 4 prev. labels + genre 71.25 65.06
CON_LAB5+GEN 5 prev. labels + genre 72.04� 64.74

To
ke

ns
+

L
ab

el
s

CON_TOKLAB1+GEN 1 prev. label/clause + genre 71.352 70.82
CON_TOKLAB2+GEN 2 prev. labels/clauses + genre 70.65 68.62
CON_TOKLAB3+GEN 3 prev. labels/clauses + genre 69.90 68.83
CON_TOKLAB4+GEN 4 prev. labels/clauses + genre 69.26 67.47
CON_TOKLAB5+GEN 5 prev. labels/clauses + genre 69.00 64.36

Table 3. SE-type classification on English test set. For our models using con-
text information, we only report the results for the best performing models
for the following three categories: (i) context models using tokens of previous
clauses (CON_TOK+GEN); (ii) context models using labels of previous clauses
(CON_LAB+GEN); and (iii) context models using tokens and labels of previous
clauses jointly (CON_TOKLAB+GEN). F1 is reported as macro-average score. Sig-
nificance based on accuracies is computed for the best performing models of each
category; pairs of models that are significantly different from each other share the
same symbol. Models with the symbol � are also signficant with p < 0.01.

Scores for GENERALIZING SENTENCE are the lowest as this class is very in-
frequent in the data set, while scores for the classes STATE, EVENT, QUESTION
and OTHER are the highest. In addition, we explored system performance of
CON_LAB5+GEN in a binary (one vs. rest, OvR) classification setting, classifying
STATE vs. the remaining classes, EVENT vs. the remaining classes, etc. (cf. Figure
8). Binary classification achieves better performance and can be useful for other tasks
which only need information about specific SE-types, for example for distinguish-
ing generic from non-generic sentences. Becker et al. (2017) for example showed,
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Figure 8. Macro-average F1 scores of our best performing system CON_LAB5+GEN
for single SE classes, multiclass vs. binary classification.

in an annotation experiment of linguistic characteristics of implicit knowledge within
argumentative texts, that a majority of implicit information is encoded as GENERIC
SENTENCES. This tendency could be deployed for acquiring such knowledge auto-
matically. Other possible application for binary classifications would be extracting
non-canonical imperatives or questions for dialogue systems or distinguishing events
from non-events as part of systems for event extraction or veridicality determination.

Confusability of classes. Section 5.3 discusses the SE-types with high confusabil-
ity for human annotators. Most of these same confusions occur with high frequency
in the outputs from our best model, as shown in Table 4. In particular, GENERAL-
IZING SENTENCES are often mislabeled as EVENT or STATE – e.g., the clause Even
friendly nations routinely steal information from US companies is a GENERALIZING
SENTENCE but gets labeled as STATE by our model. A major reason for frequently
mislabeling GENERALIZING SENTENCES could be that this class is very small within
in our dataset (cf. Fig 7). We also find that STATES and GENERIC SENTENCES are
frequently confused: e.g., the clause Certainly the Colombian press is much in need
of that is labeled as GENERIC SENTENCE by our classifier, while the gold label is
STATE.

7. Impact and Analysis of Attention and Genre

Our experimental results in Section 6 show that both attention and incorporation
of genre information result in improved performance for our local models. In this
section, we look more closely at the role of these factors in SE classification.
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Event Report State GenSt Generic IMP Q Other

Event 1,255 25 249 8 58 7 5 115
Report 43 243 14 - - - 1 16
State 224 6 2,912 23 219 31 15 125
GenSt 87 3 109 40 58 8 2 19
Generic 70 1 446 12 948 8 2 91
IMP 7 - 19 1 7 165 1 35
Q 8 1 69 - 3 8 96 23
Other 171 2 216 16 117 29 8 1,306

Table 4. Confusion matrix for English of our best performing model
CON_LAB5+GEN.

7.1. Analysis of Attention

Attention is an effective mechanism that allows models to focus on specific parts of
the input instead of capturing the complete semantics of the input in its hidden state.
Beyond this capacity, attention can also give insights into what elements the model
learns to be most relevant for predicting the various SE-types. The analyses reported
in this section are based on the output of LOC_ATT+GEN, our best performing local
model, which is run on the English dataset and uses as input the target clause to be
classified jointly with attention and genre information.

We analyze the attention weights learned by the model and focus on different lin-
guistic information: (1) The attention to specific words for specific SE-types; (2) the
attention to specific POS tags for specific SE-types and the overall distribution of at-
tention weights among POS tag labels and SE-types; and (3) the position of words
with maximum/high attention scores within a clause.

Attention to specific words. When analyzing the characteristics of SE-types re-
garding words which are assigned high attention scores during training, we find that
different classes of words are highlighted for different SE-types. For STATES, nouns
and personal pronouns (youngsters, editors, joyce, I, me) as well as predicative aux-
iliaries (am, are, is) play a predominant role. In clauses classified as EVENTS, we
find many gerunds (thinking, writing) with high attention scores, while for GENERIC
SENTENCES, adjectives and adverbs (chronic, awake), modal verbs (can, may, must)
and indefinite determiners (a, an) are given high attention scores. Interestingly, we
find many named entities with high attention scores (york, states, Miller) when classi-
fying GENERALIZING SENTENCES. High attention scores for predicative auxiliaries
when classifying STATES or for gerunds when classifying EVENTS make sense lin-
guistically. Modal verbs as indicators for GENERIC SENTENCES are very motivated
as well, as we often find them with assertions over kinds, such as Birds can fly, Chil-
dren must go to school. However, other findings (e.g., the predominant role of nouns
for STATES or of adjectives and adverbs for GENERIC SENTENCES) seem to be arbi-
trary.
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Next, we focus on particular clauses for which adding attention leads to improved
classification. Here we analyze attention scores only for those instances that are classi-
fied correctly by the attention-enhanced model, while they are incorrectly classified by
the model without attention. In these instances, we find many verbs, in particular verbs
in past tense (helped, submitted, included), which are assigned high attention scores
within clauses classified as STATES. Within EVENTS, discourse markers and modi-
fiers (well, but, some) are given high attention scores, while in GENERIC SENTENCES
modal verbs (allows, can, must) play a predominant role. Finally, verba dicendi such
as reported, explained, tells, or cited, get high attention scores when classifying RE-
PORTS, while for the correct classification of QUESTIONS, interrogatives (what, when,
where) are important. These observations mostly make sense linguistically and high-
light the key role of certain word classes.

Attention to specific POS tags. We complement the analysis of attention to spe-
cific words with a systematic analysis of attention to POS tags. We therefore post-
process our data with POS tags using spaCy 15 with the Penn Treebank Tagset (Marcus
et al., 1993). Figure 9 visualizes the mean attention score per POS tag for all SE-types
(gold labels).

Figure 9. Mean attention scores for specific SE-types per POS tag on the English
training set. POS tags from PTB.

Interestingly, when we move from focusing on words to focusing on the much
broader categories of POS classes, attention weights stand out for classes that are rare,
such as IMPERATIVE or REPORT, each less than 5% of the English dataset. Thus, in
contrast to sparse lexical material, attention here seems to focus on some more abstract
word properties. We don’t find outstanding attention weights for particular POS tags
when classifying frequent SE-types such as STATE, EVENT or GENERIC SENTENCE.

15. https://spacy.io/docs/usage/pos-tagging.
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The heat map indicates that the model attends especially to verbs when classifying
the SE-type REPORT. This is not surprising, since REPORT clauses such as he said
are signaled by verbs of speech. GENERALIZING SENTENCES attend to symbols,
mainly punctuation, and genitive markers such as ’s. The OTHER class, which includes
clauses without an assigned SE-type label, attends mostly to interjections. Indeed,
OTHER is frequent in genres with fragmented sentences (emails, blogs), and numerous
interjections such as wow or um.

Position of words with high attention scores. Figure 10 shows the relative po-
sitions of words with maximum and high attention within clauses. The model mostly
attends to words at the end of clauses and almost never to words in the first half of
clauses. This distribution shifts to the left when considering more words with high
attention scores instead of only the word with maximum attention – words with 2nd

(3rd, 4th, 5th) highest attention score can often be found at the beginning of clauses.
Thus, the model seems to draw information from a broad range of positions.

Figure 10. Position of words with maximum attention within clauses; x-axis repre-
sents the normalized position within the clause, y-axis the number of words with max-
imum attention at that position.

The analysis of attention weights yields a number of expected findings, mostly for
easily-characterized (though infrequent) classes such as REPORT and QUESTION. For
more frequent and more varied classes such as EVENT, STATE, and GENERIC SEN-
TENCE, neither single words nor single POS tags seem to provide especially strong
signals for SE classification. Analysis of attention and word position indeed suggests
that the model attends to multiple elements of the clause in order to arrive at an SE-
label.
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7.2. Analysis of Genre

We investigate more deeply the relevance of genre information on the classifica-
tion performance and to what extent genre information is reflected in SE-label se-
quences. 16

We first compare the accuracy of the best performing local model and the
best performing context model, respectively with and without genre information
(LOC_ATT+GEN vs. LOC_ATT and CON_LAB5+GEN vs. CON_LAB5), for the En-
glish dataset. The results are given in Figure 11. For some genres (e.g., news, ficlets,
and emails), LOC_ATT performs quite well and shows little benefit from the inclusion
of genre information. For governmental protocols, technical reports, Wikipedia arti-
cles, travel reports, and letters, on the other hand, LOC_ATT benefits quite a bit from
genre information (i.e., LOC_ATT+GEN far outperforms LOC_ATT). CON_LAB5,
which uses context in form of the labels of previous clauses, in general seems not to
benefit as much from genre information as LOC_ATT (while performing better overall
due to context information). Figure 11 shows for example that genres such as Ficlets,
Emails, Fiction or Journal articles benefit very little or not at all from the inclusion of
genre information, while governmental protocols and letters benefit from genre infor-
mation.

Figure 11. Comparing performances (accuracy) of our best performing local model
LOC_ATT and our best performing context model CON_LAB5, respectively with and
without genre information, for the genres of our English test set separately.

In order to further analyze the effects of genre information on SE-type classifica-
tion, we explore the similarity of genres with respect to the distribution of SE-types

16. We didn’t train the classifier strictly within specific genres mainly for two reasons: The
first reason is that we have too little data for some genres such as technical reports, letters
or essays (see Figures 11 and 12), and even for the genres with a comparably high number
of instances such as Wikipedia, the data size is still quite low to train our system sufficiently
without overfitting. But even more important, one crucial aim in developing the classifier was
to build a system which is robust across genres when classifying SE-types, which highlights the
importance of training our model across various genres at the same time.
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and their sequences (modeled as bigrams) measured by symmetric Kullback-Leibler
divergence:

Dklsym(P ||Q) = DKL(P ||Q) +DKL(Q||P ) [12]

where

DKL(P ||Q) =
∑
i

P (i) ∗ log P (i)
Q(i)

[13]

P and Q are the corresponding distributions of SE-types (unigrams or bigrams) for
different genres, whereas i iterates over all possible outcomes. The results based on
unigrams and bigrams of SE-types are visualized as a heat map in Figure 12. News
and Wikipedia articles as well as news and emails show high values and therefore
differ a lot with respect to the distribution of both uni- and bigrams of SE-types, while
jokes and blog articles or journal articles and fiction are more similar. For some genres
(Wikipedia articles in particular) the findings from this analysis correspond to the size
of performance improvement due to incorporation of genre information (cf. Figure
11). For others (e.g., news and emails) the correspondence doesn’t hold.

Figure 12. Distributional divergence of SE-types across genres: symmetric Kullback-
Leibler divergence of unigrams (left) and bigrams (right) of SE-types within the En-
glish dataset (train+dev+test set).

Overall, bigrams show larger differences than unigrams. Wikipedia articles, fol-
lowed by travel reports, show the highest values both for unigram and bigram analyses.
We also see that Wikipedia articles and travel reports are both dissimilar to essays, fi-
clets, fiction, and news, while essays, ficlets, and fiction are on the other hand quite
similar to government documents (light green). This suggests that the improvements
in Wikipedia articles and travel reports are strongly related to each other, and that these
genres profit mutually from the genre information given to the model. The distribu-
tional similarities and dissimilarities seem to be exploited in the models using genre
information. We can also expect that genres that are sparse can profit from genres with
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Model Name Description Acc F1
type

L
oc

al LOC w/o attention 74.94 67.12
LOC_ATT with attention 74.51 74.02
LOC_ATT+GEN with attention + genre 75.56��2 69.98

C
on

te
xt

To
ke

ns

CON_TOK1+GEN 1 prev. clause + genre 74.51� 72.41
CON_TOK2+GEN 2 prev. clauses + genre 74.44 72.26
CON_TOK3+GEN 3 prev. clauses + genre 73.35 71.79
CON_TOK4+GEN 4 prev. clauses + genre 73.11 71.12
CON_TOK5+GEN 5 prev. clauses + genre 72.89 70.61

L
ab

el
s

CON_LAB1+GEN 1 prev. label + genre 71.78 52.88
CON_LAB2+GEN 2 prev. labels + genre 72.29 52.52
CON_LAB3+GEN 3 prev. labels + genre 72.47 52.34
CON_LAB4+GEN 4 prev. labels + genre 74.33 51.12
CON_LAB5+GEN 5 prev. labels + genre 74.92� 50.76

To
ke

ns
+

L
ab

el
s

CON_TOKLAB1+GEN 1 prev. label/clause + genre 73.432 59.51
CON_TOKLAB2+GEN 2 prev. labels/clauses + genre 72.23 57.38
CON_TOKLAB3+GEN 3 prev. labels/clauses + genre 71.69 57.99
CON_TOKLAB4+GEN 4 prev. labels/clauses + genre 71.11 56.48
CON_TOKLAB5+GEN 5 prev. labels/clauses + genre 71.09 56.23

Table 5. SE-type classification on German test set. Again, we only report the
results for the best performing models for the context models (CON_TOK+GEN,
CON_LAB+GEN and CON_TOKLAB+GEN). F1 is reported as macro-average score.
Pairs of models that yield significant performance differences are marked with the
same symbol; significance is computed for the best performing models of each cate-
gory.

similar SE-type distributions that are more frequent (cf. Figure 6). In future work, it
would be interesting to consider other approaches to measuring genre similarity, such
as overlap of lexical items, syntactic structures, or topic model distributions.

8. Porting the System to German

A great advantage of neural-based systems is that they are able to learn relevant
features for classification during the training procedure, and thus do not rely on hand-
crafted features. This is of considerable help when models are to be transferred to
novel languages, when such features are expensive to compute, or not available be-
cause of lack of resources.
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We use the system described above with German data, and adjust the size of the
input embeddings. 17 We tune hyperparameters separately for German on the German
development set through random search using optunity (Bergstra and Bengio, 2012)
and use the best setting for evaluating on the test set. As for the English dataset,
we tune batch size, number of layers, GRU cell size, and regularization parameter
(L2), we use AdaGrad (Duchi et al., 2011) for learning rate optimization, and we
tune the initial learning rate. For LOC, the best result on the development set is
achieved for GRU with batch size 100, 2 layers, cell size 124, learning rate 0.05,
and L2 regularization parameter (0.01). For LOC_ATT the parameters are identical,
except for L2 (0.0001). As for English, we again apply the optimal hyperparam-
eters for LOC_ATT to the local model LOC_ATT+GEN and to the context models
CON_TOK+GEN, CON_LAB+GEN and CON_LABTOK+GEN.

Table 5 gives an overview of the results for different models, and allows us to
compare the effectiveness of integrating context and genre information. Compared
to English, the local models achieve higher performance, but attention by itself does
not improve the results (cf. LOC vs. LOC_ATT). Used jointly, attention and genre
information LOC_ATT+GEN yield a moderate increase of 0.62 pp accuracy compared
to LOC. Attention may need more data and possibly more diversity to be learned
effectively. Improving the attention models for German will be the focus of our future
work, to facilitate a meaningful linguistic analysis of attention for German.

In the case of German, modeling context information doesn’t improve results:
compared to the best local model (LOC_ATT+GEN), adding more context either in
form of the tokens (CON_TOK+GEN) or labels of previous clauses (CON_LAB+GEN)
or both (CON_TOKLAB+GEN) does not lead to higher accuracy (cf. Table 5). Again,
this can be due to the smaller dataset size, which may not provide enough data points
for the richer context models.

9. Conclusion

We presented an RNN-based approach to SE-type classification that bears clear
advantages compared to previous classifier models that rely on sophisticated, hand-
engineered features and lexical semantic resources: given pre-annotated training data,
our neural model is easily transferable to other languages as it can tune pre-trained
word embeddings to encode semantic information relevant for the task.

We designed and compared several GRU-based RNN models that jointly model
local and contextual information in a unified architecture. Genre information was
added to exploit common properties of specific textual genres. What makes our work
interesting for linguistically informed semantic models is the exploration of differ-
ent model variants that combine local classification with sequence information gained

17. The different size of the embeddings (for English and German cf. Section 4.4) may have an
impact on the results.
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from the contextual history, and the analysis of the interaction between these proper-
ties and genre characteristics as well as the interaction of sequence information and
genre.

Our best model trained on English data jointly uses genre and context information
in the form of previously predicted labels and is enhanced with attention. It outper-
forms the state-of-the-art models of Friedrich et al. (2016) for English when using
either off-the-shelf NLP features (set A) or, separately, hand-crafted features based on
lexical resources (set B). A small margin of less than 3 pp accuracy is left to achieve in
future work to compete with the knowledge-rich model combining both feature sets.

For the German models we find that the local model enhanced with attention and
genre information leads to highest accuracies, while modeling context information
doesn’t improve the results. We leave improving the attention and context models for
German as future work.

For our English dataset, we show that, by using attention, we can gain insights into
what the models learn. The analysis of attention weights shows interesting findings,
especially for easily characterized classes such as REPORT and QUESTION, while for
more varied classes such as EVENT, STATE, and GENERIC SENTENCE, we don’t ob-
serve clear patterns or distributions regarding single words or POS tags (which could
be helpful for classification), notwithstanding the fact that the attention mechanism
in general improves our models. Some of our findings can be motivated linguisti-
cally, e.g., high attention scores for predicative auxiliaries when classifying STATES
or modal verbs as indicators for GENERIC SENTENCES. We further observe that our
models attend to multiple elements of the clause during training and therefore seem to
draw information from a broad range of positions within clauses.

Our analyses of the impact of genre information (again on the English dataset)
show that genre improves classification performance across the board, but some gen-
res benefit more from this information than others, which can be partially linked to
variation in SE-type distributions. Our models can be used either as multi-class or
as binary classifiers for detecting events, generics, imperatives, or questions; they can
help model discourse modes or can improve argument analysis and argument detection
tasks.
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